Ahmed Sayed Abd AlHameed
E-mail :
Address :

ahmed_pippoinzaghi@yahoo.com
Phone : +20 - (012) 853 320 5
20th home of Muhammed Mustafa Street, AL-Zawia region, Cairo, Egypt

Objective
I'm interested in the position that you are hiring, I'm a native Arabic "Egyptian" qualified English-Arabic translator with a
previous experience in translating courses, documentaries and articles through the web . capable of making a very
strong language structure and having a decent vocabulary .
* My major achievement is to be rated as "Outstanding Translator" on the well known learning platform Coursera for
translating very important courses from English to Arabic .
I'm also a Civil Engineer graduate from Ain Shams university in Egypt ,who changed his career into translating and
writing as a number one concern .
Taking into consideration my passion of daily reading of various types of contents mostly like literature, politics,
philosophy, religion, psychology, sociology and any sort of knowledge .
Considering that i use CAT tools in translating .
I also contributed in many volunteering works like teaching and making surveys in real world collecting information .
It would be my pleasure to provide you with my help and hard work .

Work experience
MyOffice ,Cairo

Jan 2014 — Present

Translator
English-Arabic freelancer translator .
Rated as an Outstanding Translator in Coursera translating project known as global translator community
"GTC" .
Produced many documentary translations as : The Century Of The Self - Stanly Milgram Obedience experiment .
Produced many articles in both languages .
I'm a book, news and knowledge worm and article writer .
Hard worker and helpful .
Researcher .
Arabic writer .
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Coursera project English-Arabic translator .
Documentaries and articles translations .
Real world surveys .
Knowledge passionate .
Quick learner.
Hard worker.

Education
Civil Engineering

September 2007 — September 2014

University of Ain Shams
BA Civil Engineering Ain Shams University in Cairo,Egypt .

Rates
My favorite rate would be :
- 0.5 EUR per word .

References
Email: ahmed_pippoinzaghi@yahoo.com
Phone: +20-012-85303205
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/ahmed.civil13
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